Gaze independent brain-computer speller with covert visual search tasks.
Brain-computer interface (BCI) provides a mean of communication for the patients that are severely disabled by neuromuscular diseases. The performance of the classical P300 speller, however, declines noticeably in the gaze fixation condition. The speller paradigm presented in this paper aims to release the gaze dependency at the cost of an extra covert visual search task. Clusters of characters were presented sequentially in the near-central vision as stimulation. Participants fixed their gaze on the center, searched and recognized the target character with covert shift of attention. Random position (RP) and fixed position (FP) presentation modes designed with different searching set size (6 for RP, and ≤ 2 for FP) were examined. Online sessions using 10 stimulus sequences achieved character accuracies of 94.4% and 96.3% for RP and FP mode, respectively. For offline overall evaluation, the peak written symbol rate (WSR) of 1.38 symbols/min was obtained, with corresponding accuracies of 87.8% (RP) and 84.1% (FP). The P300 waveform of RP mode has evident longer latency and larger amplitude. Electrooculogram (EOG) analysis indicated that the performance was independent of gaze shift. The proposed speller could be operated effectively and gaze independently by healthy participants. The proposed gaze independent BCI approach promises reasonable communication capability for the profoundly paralyzed patients with head or ocular motor impairments.